ACCESSORIES
- Drain Plug
- Vent
- Pressure Relief Valve
- Humidity Indicator
- Desiccant
- Document Holder (internal or external)
- Tray
- Lifting Lugs/Grips
- Card/Label System
- Pallet Feet
- Fork Tyne Locators/Pockets
- Internal Cage
- Trolley
- Foam Liner Kit
- Gas Shut

COLOURS AVAILABLE

STANDARD COLOURS
- Trim Blue
- Trim Grey

OPTIONAL COLOURS
- Orange
- Red
- Yellow
- Leaf Green
- Light Green
- Dark Green
- Black
- White
**Product Features**

- **Modulated from UV stabilised**
- **Eco-grade polyethylene**
- **Strong & robust plastic**
- **Multi-functional stackable**
- **Integrating & interlocking design**
- **High strength rugged case – will not rust or dent**
- **Dust, Oil, Chemicals & Water Resistant**
- **Comfortable Rubber Grip Handles**
- **Weather Resistant Sealing**
- **Interlocking Male/Female Ribs for Stacking**
- **Recessed Hardware**
- **Matched size cases**
- **Secure non-slip stacking on Interlocking Male/Female Ribs for Stacking**
- **Dust, Oil, Chemicals & Water Resistant**
- **Addition impact protection**
- **Stainless steel hardware also available**
- **Over Centre Padlockable Lock**
- **Keep the inside cargo secure**
- **System EPDM hollow spigot seal in lid prevents moisture ingress. Moulded tongue-in-groove parting line maintains original configuration after impact**
- **Reinforced Corners and Edges.**
- **15-20% thicker corners and edges for added impact protection**
- **Positive Anti-Shake Ribs**
- **Prevent lid separation upon impact**
- **Mould in stacking ribs**
- **Provide columnar strength for stacking**

**Protection in all shapes and sizes**

**Modular 550/1100 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G32/G66 shipping containers.*

**Modular 550/1100 Range (cont)**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 620/1240 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 550/1100 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 620/1240 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 620/1240 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 550/1100 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*

**Modular 620/1240 Range**

*All cases in this range interlock with other cases within this series. Designed to suit G22/G65 shipping containers.*